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If you live in one of these suburbs your 
electorate has changed since the last 
election. See maps and polling locations 
from page 6. 

• Deakin

• Evatt

• Kambah (the section west of Drakeford Drive)

• Lawson

• Mckellar

• Yarralumla

Need more information?

Visit the Elections ACT website at  
www.elections.act.gov.au
or call (02) 6205 0033 
or email elections@act.gov.au

Your polling 
place may 

have changed!

Printed on 100% recycled paper

Authorised by Damian Cantwell ACT Electoral Commission 
ACT Electoral Commission 
221 London Circuit 
CANBERRA CITY ACT 
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The ACT election -  
different in 2020

Due to the impact of COVID-19, 
voting will take place over a 
three-week voting period. All 
ACT electors are eligible to vote 
between 28 September and 17 

October 2020 at any of the 15 early voting centres 
across Canberra or at any of the 82 polling places that 
will be open on the final day of the voting period 17 
October 2020.

Voting early

At this year’s election we are encouraging 
everyone to vote early to enhance COVID 
safety. 

Voting is open for three weeks, every day 
between 28 September and 17 October. The extended 
voting period will ensure the COVID safety of the 
community and election workers.

Voting safely

Information showing when and where 
people are voting each day will be 
published on the Elections ACT website, 
www.elections.act.gov.au throughout 

the voting period. This information will help you to decide 
the best time for you to cast your vote. 

Social distancing and strict hygiene 
measures will be in place at all voting 
locations.
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Do you have to vote?

Voting in this election is compulsory if you are on 
the electoral roll for an ACT address, 18 or over 
and an Australian citizen. If you don’t vote you may 
be fined. 

Why is voting important?

The Legislative Assembly has the power to 
make laws and form a government for the ACT. 
By voting in this election you have an 
opportunity to choose who will represent you in 

the Assembly. Voting is your chance to have your voice 
heard.

Assisted access 
Polling places offer assisted access for people 
with a disability. Full details of the accessibility 
reviews of each polling place are available on the 
Elections ACT website  
www.elections.act.gov.au

Assistance with voting

Polling officials are there to help you. If you need 
help with voting, just ask a polling official.

Vote early 
and vote safe.
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electronic voting

assisted access

polling place

BRINDABELLA 
Early Voting Centres
Voting is open for three weeks, every day between 
28 September and 17 October, 9am to 5pm 
(and 9am to 8pm on Fridays) and then 8am to 6pm 
on the final day of voting, Saturday 17 October.

Social distancing, strict hygiene measures and 
electronic voting will be in place at all early voting 
centres to enhance COVID safety. 

CHISHOLM 26 Benham Street, 
Chisholm  
(next to ALDI carpark)

LANYON 21 Sidney Nolan Street, 
Conder  
(next to ALDI carpark)

TUGGERANONG Corner Anketell Street 
and Reed Street North, 
Greenway (opposite 
South.Point)
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CHISHOLMTUGGERANONG

LANYON

BRINDABELLA MAP
(5 MEMBERS)

BRINDABELLABRINDABELLA
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GINNINDERRA 
Early Voting Centres
Voting is open for three weeks, every day between 
28 September and 17 October, 9am to 5pm  
(and 9am to 8pm on Fridays) and then 8am to 6pm 
on the final day of voting, Saturday 17 October.

Social distancing, strict hygiene measures and 
electronic voting will be in place at all early voting 
centres to enhance COVID safety.  

BELCONNEN Belconnen  
Community Centre,   
Swanson Court, 
Belconnen

FLYNN  Flynn Community Hub, 
21 Bingle Street, Flynn 
(enter from Hedland 
Circuit) 

KIPPAX Holt Community Centre, 
80 Beaurepaire 
Crescent, Holt  
(at rear of building)

GINNINDERRAGINNINDERRA

electronic voting

assisted access

polling place
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KIPPAX

BELCONNEN

FLYNN

GINNINDERRA MAP
(5 MEMBERS)

GINNINDERRAGINNINDERRA
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CANBERRA CITY 
CANBERRA CITY 

MANUKA 

DICKSON

KURRAJONG 
Early Voting Centres
Voting is open for three weeks, every day between 
28 September and 17 October, 9am to 5pm 
(and 9am to 8pm on Fridays) and then 8am to 6pm 
on the final day of voting, Saturday 17 October.

Social distancing, strict hygiene measures and 
electronic voting will be in place at all early voting 
centres to enhance COVID safety. 

CANBERRA 
CITY

Canberra City Uniting 
Church (Pilgrim House), 
69 Northbourne Avenue, 
Canberra City

CANBERRA 
CITY

Canberra Museum and 
Gallery, 176 London 
Circuit (corner Civic 
Square), Canberra City

DICKSON Ground Floor,  
WOTSO Dickson,  
490 Northbourne 
Avenue, Dickson

MANUKA Manuka Village,  
33 Bougainville Street, 
Griffith

electronic voting

assisted access

polling place
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CANBERRA CITY 
CANBERRA CITY 

MANUKA 

DICKSON

KURRAJONG MAP
(5 MEMBERS)

KURRAJONGKURRAJONG
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WODEN
WESTON CREEK

MURRUMBIDGEE 
Early Voting Centres  
Voting is open for three weeks, every day between 
28 September and 17 October, 9am to 5pm 
(and 9am to 8pm on Fridays) and then 8am to 6pm 
on the final day of voting, Saturday 17 October.

Social distancing, strict hygiene measures and 
electronic voting will be in place at all early voting 
centres to enhance COVID safety. 

WESTON  
CREEK

Weston Arcade, 
11 Brierly Street, Weston 

WODEN  Bonner House,  
Neptune Street,  
Phillip, (former ISHKA 
store)

MURRUMBIDGEEMURRUMBIDGEE

electronic voting

assisted access

polling place
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WODEN
WESTON CREEK

MURRUMBIDGEE MAP
(5 MEMBERS)

MURRUMBIDGEEMURRUMBIDGEE
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YERRABIYERRABI

YERRABI 
Early Voting Centres   
Voting is open for three weeks, every day between 
28 September and 17 October, 9am to 5pm 
(and 9am to 8pm on Fridays) and then 8am to 6pm 
on the final day of voting, Saturday 17 October.

Social distancing, strict hygiene measures and 
electronic voting will be in place at all early voting 
centres to enhance COVID safety. 

GUNGAHLIN Ground Floor,  
Ruby Apartments, 
8 Gribble Street, 
Gungahlin

GUNGAHLIN Gungahlin Enclosed 
Oval, Warwick Street, 
Gungahlin (enter from 
Crinigan Circuit)

HARRISON   Ground Floor,  
Harrison Green,  
11 Wimmera Street, 
Harrison 

electronic voting

assisted access

polling place
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YERRABI MAP
(5 MEMBERS)

HARRISON

GUNGAHLIN

YERRABIYERRABI
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Postal Voting
If you are unable to get to a voting 
centre you may apply for a 
postal vote:
 

on-line at the Elections ACT website  
www.elections.act.gov.au

by calling Elections ACT on (02) 6205 0033

To be counted, your completed postal vote must  
be posted on or before Saturday 17 October 2020 
and must reach Elections ACT by  
Friday 23 October 2020.

Elections ACT strongly recommends you post your 
completed postal vote as early as possible.

Interstate voting centres
Voting will be available at some state and 
territory electoral authorities from  
28 September to 16 October. Please call 
Elections ACT on 6205 0033 for locations 
and hours of operation.
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Voting on 17 October
The final day of the election period is 
Saturday, 17 October 2020. On this day 82 
polling places will be available. A full list of 
polling places open on Saturday, 17 October 

will be provided in a second household brochure 
delivered to all ACT households in the final week of the 
voting period. The list is also available on the Elections 
ACT website www.elections.act.gov.au

Which electorate are you in?
The electoral boundaries have changed. 
Check the enclosed maps to find out 
which electorate you are in.
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About your ballot paper
A feature of the ACT electoral system is the Robson 
rotation method of rotating the positions of candidates 
within each column on the ballot paper.

Candidates’ names are printed in different positions 
within a column on each ballot paper. The order of the 
names on your ballot paper will be different from the 
order on the ballot paper given to the voter following 
you. This means that no candidate has the advantage 
of appearing in the top position on every ballot paper. 

By combining Robson rotation with the ban on 
canvassing within 100 metres of a polling place, 
the ACT electoral system places in your hands the 
opportunity to consider each candidate and vote for 
candidates by name in the order of your choice.

Candidate 
THREE

Candidate 
ONE

Candidate 
FOUR

Candidate 
TWO

Candidate 
FOUR

Candidate 
THREE

Candidate 
TWO

Candidate 
ONE

Candidate 
ONE

Candidate 
TWO

Candidate 
THREE

Candidate 
FOUR
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How to fill in your ballot paper
To make your vote count, write the numbers 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and so on, in the squares in the 
order of your choice. 

Don’t use the same number twice. One of the most 
common mistakes is for people to number the candidates 
in a column 1 through 5 and then the next column  
1 through 5 and repeating this for each column. This 
means that their vote cannot be counted because 
preference numbers are being repeated.

And remember, use only numbers! Another common 
mistake is for people to use ticks and crosses on their 
ballot papers. This also means that their vote cannot be 
counted.

You should fill in at least 5 squares as there are  
5 vacancies in each electorate.

If you don’t fill in at least 5 squares, your vote will still be 
counted even if you vote for only one candidate. However, 
to make the most of your vote, we suggest you continue 
to fill in the squares until all your preferences are recorded. 
You may fill in every square if you wish.

If you don’t vote for any candidates, your vote will be 
informal.

If you make a mistake on your ballot paper, just 
return it to a polling official and ask for another.

II
7

8

I0
9

5
6 4

2

3
I
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Key steps in the electronic 
voting process 

For the  2020 ACT Legislative Assembly election, 
electronic voting will be available at all early voting 
centres in the ACT. 

When you vote electronically you will be given a unique 
e-voting card that will give you secure access to an 
easy to use voting touchscreen.

You will first be asked to select your preferred language. 
12 options are available.

Scan your e-voting card by placing it on top of the 
‘E-VOTING CARD HERE’ area, to the left of the screen.

The e-voting card reader will beep when the code has 
scanned. Remove it while you vote.

Choose the candidates you wish to vote for. Use the 
touchscreen to make your selections in the order of 
your choice.
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If you need help: 
Touch HIDE MY VOTE and raise your hand.

If you make a mistake: 
Touch UNDO LAST CHOICE

If you need to start again: 
Touch CLEAR CHOICES

When you have finished entering your selections: 
Touch NEXT

Review your choices. 
The candidates you have selected will appear in 
selected order on the screen.

If you want to make changes: 
Touch GO BACK and you will return to the 
ballot paper. 

When you are satisfied with your selections, scan your 
e-voting card and your vote will be securely recorded.

Once you have finished voting put your e-voting card in 
the ballot box on your way out. Each e-voting card can 
be used only once.

These instructions will be attached to each 
electronic voting screen to help step you 
through the process. 

Remember, if you need help, just ask a polling 
official. Voting touch screens will be disinfected 
regularly between voters.

Special audio facilities will be available to enable electors 
who are blind or vision impaired to vote electronically in 
secret and in private. 
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How the votes are counted 
Your vote is counted according to the 
preferences you indicate on your ballot 
paper. First preference (number 1) votes 
are counted first then your later preferences 

(numbers 2, 3, 4, 5 and so on) are counted as described 
below.

To be certain of election under the Hare–Clark system, a 
candidate must obtain a set proportion (or quota) of the 
votes for his or her electorate. Any candidate whose votes 
equal or exceed a quota is elected.

A quota is calculated using the following formula:

quota =
total number of valid votes

 +1
number of vacancies +1

The quota in 5 Member electorates is one sixth plus one, or 
roughly 16.67% of the valid votes. 

A candidate may reach the quota simply by receiving first 
preference (number 1) votes, or by receiving a combination 
of first preference votes and votes transferred from other 
candidates who have been elected or excluded.

If a candidate has more votes than the quota and not 
all vacancies have been filled, the surplus votes of that 
candidate are distributed to other candidates according to 
the preferences indicated on those ballot papers.

If, after all the surplus votes have been distributed, 
vacancies remain to be filled, the candidate with the fewest 
total votes is “excluded” and his or her ballot papers are 
distributed to continuing candidates according to the 
preferences shown by voters. 
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After ballot papers are distributed from an excluded 
candidate, the total votes for each continuing candidate 
are recalculated to determine whether any candidate has 
now received votes equal to or greater than the quota. 
The process of distributing surplus votes from elected 
candidates and excluding the candidate with the fewest 
votes continues until all vacancies are filled.

How-to-vote cards are banned  
at polling places
Remember that political canvassing, including distributing 
how–to–vote cards, is banned within 100 metres of a 
polling place.

This means that you need to plan in advance how you 
want to vote.
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What your ballot paper 
will look like

The ballot paper sample below shows the 
format to be used in the 2020 ACT legislative 
Assembly election. While the party columns 
won’t change, remember, under Robson 

rotation candidates’ names can appear in different positions 
within each column.

Copies of ballot papers showing the candidates and parties 
standing for each electorate will be available at 
www.elections.act.gov.au.
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This tells you the minimum number of candidates you should vote for.

These are “party” columns, 
listing candidates 

nominated by registered 
political parties, with two or 

more candidates.

This is the “u ngrouped” column, 
listing independents,  

non-registered-party candidates 
and candidates nominated by 
registered political parties that 

have only one candidate.
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Write numbers to 
make your vote count

Number five boxes from 1 to 5 in the 
order of your choice. Then you may show 
as many further preferences as you wish  

by writing numbers from 6 onwards  
in other boxes.

II
7

8

I0
9

5
6 4

2

3
I

Don’t use the same 
number twice!
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Elections ACT is committed to making its 
information, services, events and venues 
accessible to as many people as possible.

Alternative print format
If you have difficulty reading a standard printed document 
and would like to receive this publication in an alternative 
format – such as large print or audio – please phone 
6205 0033

National Relay Service (NRS)
If you are deaf, or have a hearing impairment or speech 
impairment, you can contact Elections ACT through 
the NRS.

Speak and listen users: 
Phone 1300 555 727 and ask for (02) 6205 0033

Internet relay users: 
Connect to the NRS @ www.relayservice.com.au 
and ask for (02) 6205 0033

ACT Interpreter Service for the deaf and blind 
6287 4391.
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The ACT election 
is different in 2020

Vote early and vote safe from  
Monday 28 September

Early voting available to all  
ACT electors

Social distancing and strict 
hygiene at all voting locations

www.elections.act.gov.au 
02 6205 0033 
elections@act.gov.au

Authorised by Damian Cantwell AM for the ACT Electoral Commission.
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